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This sidebar supplements the article: “Prioritization Puzzles: Practices for Prioritizing Your Product Requirements” first published on stickyminds.com, August, 2007 on: http://stickyminds.com

$100 allocation
Stakeholders get a fictitious $100 to spend on requirements. After they allocate their money, tally the total for each requirement and then divide that total by the number of stakeholders. Rank-order each requirement, with the highest totals being most important.

QFD
Quality functional deployment is a structured methodology for taking into account customer needs (i.e., the “voice of the customer”). You create a product planning matrix known as the “house of quality,” which reflects both what (customer needs) and how (designer needs).

Pairwise analysis
You successively rank requirements by comparing them in pairs until the top requirements emerge at the top of the stack.

Weighted criteria analysis
Criteria are weighted so that some have higher value than others. Numbers are assigned to each weighted criterion to arrive at a total score for each requirement.

AHP
Analytical hierarchy process is a mathematically based approach for evaluating items according to criteria. It originated with Thomas Saaty.

Dot voting
Stakeholders are assigned sticky dots (which can also be color-coded) to allocate to requirements. You count the dots to narrow the list of requirements.
Kano model
A two-dimensional model developed by Noriaki Kano for classifying product attributes (functionality) and their effect on customer satisfaction. Categories are “must haves” (basic/threshold), “spokens,” and “delighters.”

Win-win spiral model
Barry Boehm’s negotiation method for identifying stakeholders’ “win” conditions and then negotiating across all conditions and stakeholders to arrive at priorities.
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